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ABSTRACT 
The precipitation reaction in Cr-doped NiO has 
been investigated using a Philips EM 400 TEM/STEM. 
Homogeneous precipitation occurs in this system.  The 
decomposition of NiO solid solution involves only one 
stable equilibrium phase NiCr^O, with a very small 
range of stoichiometry. 
The small lattice misfit in this system results 
in the formation of randomly distributed spherical 
precipitates about 3-10 nm in diameter in the initial 
stage of growth.  Above that size, the precipitates 
form as ellipsoidal plates lying on {100} with all 
directions of the precipitate and matrix mutually 
parallel.  Strain energy effect provide a rational ex- 
planation for the observed precipitate morphology during 
nucleation and subsequent growth.  The precipitates grow 
along <100>to a size at which coherency is no longer 
maintained.  The loss of coherency is associated with 
the development of interfacial dislocations, and the 
critical size at which coherency is. lost is about 300 nm. 
Dissolution of coherent precipitates and growth of semi- 
coherent precipitates has been directly observed to 
occur simultaneously when both are present. 
The NiO-NiCr20. two phase boundary (the NiO(Cr) 
solvus line) was experimentally determined between 950 C 
and 1150°C.  Using STEM techniques, the profiles indicate 
that the growth of the MiCr^O, phase is controlled by 
volume diffusion and that local equilibrium does exist 
at two phase interfaces in this system.  In the present 
study, the interface concentrations obtained from the 
coherent precipitates are indistinguishable from those 
obtained from the semicoherent precipitates.  The maximum 
solubility of Cr in NiO was found to be 0.98 + 0.10 at 
950°C, 1.80 + 0.15 at 1050°C, and 3.60 + 0.31 at 1150°C. 
Surface reduction of nickel oxide to nickel has 
oftentimes been found during the investigation.  A 
combination of beam heating and carbon contamination 
has been used to interpret this phenomenon. 
INTRODUCTION 
Reactions in metallic systems in which a new phase 
precipitates from a supersaturated solution have very 
broad technological applications.  For instance, such 
processes cause the precipitation hardening of many 
alloys.  The yield point and strength of an alloy are 
increased as a result of the interaction of dislocations 
with precipitated particles.  Corresponding studies of 
precipitation phenomena in oxide systems have been 
largely neglected, specifically because of the lack of 
detailed microstructure and phase relation information 
in many systems.  Therefore, it is of interest to 
perform an integrated study of a single system 
correlating the exsolution reaction with visual 
observation of the precipitate.  The present investi- 
gation concerns a precipitation reaction in which the 
spinel-structured NiCrnO, forms in a Nad-structured 
c  4- 
NiO matrix. 
The precipitate and matrix structures of this study 
are very similar, both being based upon cubic close 
3 
packing of the oxygen ions.  They differ only in the 
cation lattices.  In the perfect Nad-structure, all 
octahedral interstitial sites are filled with cations. 
In the spinel structure, one-half of the octahedral 
interstitial sites plus one-eighth of the tetrahedral 
interstitial sites are filled with cations.  The new 
phase may form coherently through diffusion of solute 
cations and cation vacancies to some region in the 
solid solution followed by rearrangement of the cations 
"between octahedral and tetrahedral sites.  If the CT-CT 
spacing in the precipitate and matrix are nearly the 
same, a coherent precipitate is expected to form with 
a low interfacial energy with the matrix; homogeneous 
nucleation may then be expected.  On continued heating 
the precipitate will grow in the matrix; as it grows 
it will deplete the matrix until it has the composition 
of the equilibrium phase. 
The transmission electron microscope is an ideal 
tool for studying subsolidus precipitation reactions, 
particularly if (as it often the case) the sizes of 
precipitates are below that resolvable by optical 
microscopy; furthermore, the crystallographic information 
readily obtainable from TEM studies allows for complete 
microstructure characterization.  This technique permits 
measurement of precipitate size, shape and volume 
fraction, as well as determination of orientation 
relation between precipitate and matrix and the 
orientation of the precipitate-matrix interface. 
Recently, the ability to obtain chemical analysis of 
areas as small as about 50 nm has been achieved by the 
addition of scanning transmission electron microscope 
(STEM) facilities combined with energy dispersive X-ray 
analysis (EDS) onto conventional TEM.  This technique 
has the capability of resolving concentrations at 
interphase interfaces.  Hence, the' preliminary objective 
of this work was to develop the STEM-EDS techniques 
necessary to quantitatively analyze multiphase NiO-CrpO^. 
The purpose of this research was to study the 
crystallography and kinetics of the phase transformation 
and determine the solubility limits of NiCrpO, in NiO 
between the temperature of 900°C and 1200°C in the 
NiO-CrpCU system.  During the course of this investigation, 
surface reduction phenomena of TEM specimens was observed. 
Since these phenomena did provide insight into the 
materials system "being studied, the investigation of the 
reduction kinetics became an integral part of the study 
and is also reported. 
6 
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BACKGROUND 
1.   Solubility of Cr3+ in NiO 
Nickel oxide is a metal-deficient extrinsic semi- 
conductor with the NaCl structure. The majority defects 
are doubly ionised nickel vacancies with an equivalent 
number of positive holes in the form of Ni^"1" ions. If 
the concentration of Cr^ is much greater than that of 
positive holes in NiO, the positive holes can be 
disregarded for practical purposes, and the number of 
3+ Cr  ions equal Twice the number of cation vacancies; 
3+ 2+ 2Cr  ions replace 3Ni  ions, in conformity with charge 
neutrality.  From the stability diagrams constructed by 
1 2 G-iggins and Pett.it and Muller et al.,  NiCr20. is known 
to coexist with NiO over the range of conditions where 
NiO is in equilibrium with NiCrpO^.  The defect 
equilibrium is described by: 
NiCr204 = 40Q + NiNi + 2CrN-. + V^. (1) 
where Gr}'.   is a trivalent chromium ion on a nickel site. 
Although there is no phase diagram for the NiO-NiCrpO, 
7 
system, some indirectly determined points are available. 
Table I summarizes the available values of the solubility 
of Cr in NiO.  Their applicability will be considered in 
the Discussion. 
Table  I 
Comparison of Cr Solubility in NiO (wt%Cr) 
Temperature 
(°c) 
G-reskovich Meier 
Rapp4 
0.9 
1.2 
& Wood & 
5 
Hodgekiess 
850 
1000 
- 
1   -  2 
1100 - 1.5 
1200 - -        3.5 - 4.5 
1330 8.0 
1383 8.6 
1450 10.2 
1580 15.0 
8 
2.   Precipitation from Solid Solution 
2.1  Degree of Coherency 
When a second phase precipitate grows in a parent* 
matrix, three types of precipitate-matrix interfaces 
may be observed:  (1)  coherent, (2)  partially coher- 
ent, or (3)  incoherent. 
(1) Coherent interfaces represent the maximum in 
continuity of the lattices adjoining the boundary.  They 
have low surface energy, but the material surrounding 
them may be strained over many atomic distances.  The 
lattice planes are continuous across these boundaries. 
(2) Partially coherent interfaces differ from 
the coherent type by the presence of a dislocation 
structure at the interface.  The lattice on both 
sides of the interface is strained.  Boundary motion 
is due to the movement of dislocations normal to the 
boundary.  An orientation relationship always exists 
between a partially coherent precipitate and its 
, .  6 
matrix. 
(3) Incoherent interfaces have disordered boundary 
structures.  Diffusion occurs quickly across them as well 
as along them and. they are typically very mobile.  Finally, 
they are of quite high boundary energy and. are the type 
of boundary found at the edges of recrystallized grains 
in discontinuous precipitation. 
In general, coherency will be favored in the early 
stages of the growth of a precipitate and incoherency 
in the later stages.  This is because the surface-to- 
volume ratio for a small particle is large:  the surface 
energy term is relatively important, and the system will 
assume the form which minimizes the surface energy, 
i.e., a coherent particle.  As the particle grows, the 
strain energy increases rapidly until a lowering of the 
strain energy is realized by the partial breakdown of 
coherency.  The number of dislocations in the interface 
increases as the size increases until eventually the 
dislocation density is so great that all coherency is 
lost. 
2.2   Influence of Strain Energy on the 
Coherent Interface 
In the majority of phase transformations, volume 
changes occur due to either a change in structure or 
10 
lattice parameter.  In general the spacing in the matching 
planes is not quite the same.  If the spacing in the 
unstressed precipitate is a.a    and in the unstressed 
matrix is a„  , then the mismatch is defined as: 
8   = 
art  - a^ 
a
« 
(2) 
In a perfect coherent interface the mismatch is 
completely accomodated by elastic distortion of the two 
lattices.  The extent to which the distortion is 
distributed between matrix and precipitate depends upon 
the elastic constants of the two crystals measured in 
the directions contained in the matching plane. 
The strain energy of a coherent interface has been 
7 
calculated by Nabarro who showed that, in general 
E = f(c) 8 2 (3) 
where E is the lattice strain energy per unit volume 
and f(c) is some function of the elastic constants of 
matrix and embryo and the shape of the embryo.  The 
geometry of the embryo is governed by the magnitude of 
the strain energy, the relative stiffness of embryo 
and matrix and the variation of elastic constants with 
11 
crystallographic direction in "both phases. Nabarro 
showed that if all the elastic moduli of the embryo 
are about equal to those of the matrix then E will 
be independent of the shape. If the elastic moduli 
in one plane of the precipitate are smaller than those 
of the matrix the preferred shape will be that of a 
thin disc with the plane of the disc in the plane of 
minimum elastic modulus. 
Although a coherent precipitate in the form of 
a thin disc has a minimum strain energy, it has a 
high surface area-volume ratio, and so is unfavorable 
from the point of view of surface energy.  The actual 
shape is an oblate ellipsoid, being a compromise 
o 
between the opposing factors.   Evidently, as the 
stiffness of the matrix increases the nucleus tends 
to become thinner to reduce the distortion energy. 
3.   Local Interface Equilibrium 
The concept of "interface equilibrium", the assump- 
tion of local equilibrium at phase interfaces, is often 
invoked during the study of phase transformations.  It 
is most frequently used in the determination of phase 
12 
diagrams from unequilibrated alloys and the mathematical 
9 
modeling of diffusion controlled phase growth. 
When two phases are separated by a moving interface, 
true equilibruim cannot exist at that interface.  In the 
equilibrium condition the chemical potential for a given 
element in each phase must be equal.  However, if the 
chemical potentials at the two phase interfaces are 
equal, there will be no driving force to move the 
interface.  Hence, a small amount of local interface 
disequilibrium is required to promote phase growth or 
to allow interface motion.  The key consideration is 
how far removed from equilibrium are the interface 
10 
compositions.  In 1958, Kirkaldy  indicated that the 
assumption of local equilibrium at phase interfaces is 
a good approximation; the amount of disequilibrium is 
small and cannot be measured.  All that was required 
to determine equilibrium solvus lines was a micro- 
analytical technique with resolution sufficient to 
measure the concentration at the interface.  If this 
is the case, solvus lines determined by extrapolation 
to the interface are indistinguishable from the true 
11 equilibrium solvus lines.  Darken  further stipulates 
13 
that for the conditi-'oh of near equilibrium to occur, 
the transformation at the interface must be rapid in 
comparison to the rate of supply of elements by diffusion, 
The transformation must be volume diffusion controlled, 
not interface diffusion controlled. 
For growing precipitates, "near equilibrium" at 
the interface cannot exist until the interface loses 
coherency.  The concentration at the interface between 
a coherent precipitate and the matrix will not be 
precisely the compositions given by the equilibrium 
solvus line.  However, the interface concentrations 
between a partially coherent precipitate and its matrix 
will be very close to the compositions given by the 
stress-free solvus line.  Experimental evidence that 
metastable solvus lines determined from coherent 
precipitates must lie within the stable solvus lines 
determined from semicoherent precipitates was recently 
1 2 
.reported for the Ee-Al system by Allen and Cahn 
The coherent phases must be in metastable equilibrium 
and must be unstable in the presence of the incoherent 
phases. 
4.  X-ray Microanalysis 
Elemental chemical analysis is possible whenever 
14 
irradiation results in quantized absorption or emission 
processes which are characteristic of the elements in 
the specimen.  X-ray emission of a characteristic wave- 
length is produced when an electron from one of the 
inner shells electron falls to a lower vacant level. 
For electron microscopes operating in the 100 KV range 
or above characteristic X-ray emission is particularly 
favorable.  The most recent instrumental advances for 
conventional transmission electron microscopes involve 
addition of scanning coils and an extra probeforming 
lens.  With a 100 KV electron beam focused to a size 
of 5 to 30 nm diameter one can position the electron 
probe to a selected area on the specimen and collect 
the X-rays generated only from that area.  Quantitative 
microchemical analysis can be performed with a resolution 
approaching the probe size.  Quantification is carried 
1 3 out using the Cliff-lorimer relationship  : 
VCB  =  kAB  <W (4) 
where I. and I-,-, are measured characteristic X-ray 
intensities and C. and C-n are the weight fractions of 
the elements A and B in the thin film.  The constant k.-p, AB 
15 
varies with operating voltage but is independent of 
sample thickness, composition, or orientation if the 
two intersities are measured simultaneously and if 
the "thin film criterion" (no absorption or fluorescence) 
14 is satisfied. 
4.1  K Factor Determination 
There are several ways in which we can obtain 
values of k.^.  The best method is to determine k.-n 
directly from an alloy of known composition, i.e., 
C./C-n is known.  IA/I-R is "then measured and k.^ is 
easily calculated.  If it is inconvenient to experi- 
mentally determine k.-j,, two other approaches are 
possible.  If k.p and k^ are known, k.^ can be 
determined directly since it has been demonstrated 
experimentally that k.R = k.p/kR„.  In the original 
1 5 
work, all elements were ratioed against Si.    If 
no experimental data are available, an approximate 
16 value can be calculated from first principles. 
The characteristics of the ELS detector must also 
be considered, since X-ray photons entering the detector 
may be absorbed in the Be window, gold surface layer or 
silicon dead layer.  Also, no two electron microscopes 
16 
are identical in terms of detector geometry and 
efficiency or contamination characteristics.  Hence, 
any given k.-n may very well differ from one microscope 
to the next.  The k-factors used in any detailed 
quantitative analysis should come from direct measure- 
ments taken from homogeneous foils of known composition. 
The microscope should be operated under the same 
conditions for the k-factor experiments and the 
analysis of the unknown. 
4.2  Thin Film Criterion 
14- G-oldstein, et al  have given criteria whereby the 
analyst can judge if the thin film approximation has 
broken down and an absorption correction must be made. 
The thin film criterion is that for any set of two 
elements A and B considered in the ratio method, the 
absolute value (pt/2)(x-r, - x^) must be less than 0.1. 
Otherwise, an absorption correction is necessary. 
The term P  is the specimen density, t the thickness 
and x for an element i is given by: 
- i ■   . 
'  CSC( a   ) (5) 
J spec 
x -  JL i ~   P 
,TX 
where —j     is the mass absorption coefficient 
^ spec 
17 
for the characteristic X-ray of element i in the specimen 
1 7 (values are tabulated in the literature  ) and a   is the 
X-ray take-off angle, the angle between the specimen and 
the X-ray detector. 
4.3  Thin Foil Spatial Resolution 
Due to elastic scatter of electrons, even in thin 
films, X-ray are generated from a region larger than 
the diameter of the electron beam.  The effective beam 
broadening b may be estimated  from: 
b = 6.25 x 105 | (£)* t3/2 (cm) (6) 
o 
where Z is atomic number, A is atomic weight, E is 
electron energy in eV (relativistically corrected), 
P     is density in g/cc and t is the thickness in cm. 
The X-ray spatial resolution, R, can be determined by 
summing the diameter of the incident beam, d, and the 
spreading component, b.  Regardless of the diameter 
of the impinging electron probe, better X-ray spatial 
resolution will always exist in thin foils relative to 
bulk samples. 
5.   Solute Segregation at and near G-rain Boundaries 
18 
The composition and. morphology of ceramic grain 
"boundaries often control fabrication behavior and 
resultant properties, including fracture strength, 
high temperature creep behavior, and electrical and 
magnetic properties.  Changes in composition at and 
near the grain boundaries may occur by equilibrium 
and non-equilibrium processes through mechanisms that 
are now fairly well understood.  Equilibrium enrichment 
of interfaces is motivated by the reduction of the total 
19 20 free energy   or the relief'of lattice strain  of the 
system by the expulsion of impurity species from the 
bulk to more accomodating sites at interfaces.  It is 
typified by solute gradients that extend 1 to 10 nm. 
Enrichment factor increases with decreased matrix solute 
concentration while the absolute amount of equilibrium 
segregation increases with increasing matrix solute 
concentration or with decreasing temperature. 
Non-equilibrium segregation is an entirely 
different phenomenon, resulting from sharp temperature 
changes experienced by an alloy.  It has been explained 
by the solute drag mechanism, namely, during rapid 
cooling from high temperature, vacancies flow to grain 
19 
boundaries in order to preserve the instantaneous 
thermal equilibrium value.  Because of a high binding 
energy between certain solutes and vacancies, there is 
an associated transport of vacancy-solute pairs toward 
the vacancy sink, (the grain boundary).  This mechanism 
can set up solute concentration gradients over distances 
much greater than the grain boundary width, that is, 
21 distances of the order of microns. 
To estimate the grain boundary composition, an 
22 
adaption of the model proposed by Bender et al  was 
used.  The model incorporates calculations to account 
for beam spreading which is significant in bhese foils. 
A grain boundary thickness of 1 nm is assumed, although 
it is an unknown parameter in ceramic systems.   The 
excited X-ray volume can be represented (Fig. 1) by a 
cylinder (the volume excited by the electron beam 
without any scattering) whose lower half is surrounded 
by a truncated cone; the diameter at the bottom of the 
foils is (D + b), where D is the diameter of the 
electron beam and b is the effective beam broadening. 
Using geometry, the concentration of the solute at the 
boundary (cation \it%),   G , can be related to the 
20 
concentration of the solute in the matrix, C^, the 
experimentally measured, concentration at the grain 
boundary, C , and u> , the width of the grain-boundary 
enrichment, by the following expression: 
C  = CM + (Ca - GM)(^/6.)  (^ + b" + 3bD> 
&        n n (4D + b) 
Once C  is known, the grain-boundary enrichment factor 
may be defined as the ratio of C     to C,ff. J g    M 
(7) 
21 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
1. Specimen Preparation 
The samples examined v/ere from a specimen of NiO 
doped, with 5.5 wt% Cr20^ which was furnace  cooled 
after hot pressing in vacuum at 1200°C.  Sections 
were taken from the hot pressed samples and were 
.mechanically thinned to approximately 50 microns in 
thickness. All the thin sections were then solutionizcd 
in air at 1400°C (Table I).  To prevent the loss cf Gr 
24 
as CrO^ from the doped sample  , all heat treatments 
were conducted in a covered high pux'ity alumina 
crucible with the specimen surrounded by powder of the 
same composition.  The specimens were then annealed in 
air at different temperatures to affect precipitate 
growth.  After annealing the majority of the specimens 
were then air quenched. 
2. X-ray Microanalysis 
Electron transparent thin foils for TEM/STEM were 
prepared by ion beam thinning with. Ar+ to 50 to 400 nm 
22 
thick. The ion beam thinning was carried out using a 
Technics MIM IVC or a Commonwealth Scientific IMMI II 
instrument. The Ar ions were accelerated through a 
6 KV potential, and the foil tilted 12 - 15° from the 
beam normal position. The foils were then lightly 
carbon coated and examined in a Philips 400 TEM/STEM/ 
EDAX system operating at 120 KV. 
In the EM 400, the foils should be kept close to 0C 
tilt position if possible.  (This is different from the 
EM 300-where the specimen is tilted to 36°.)  The area 
of interest is selected, the scan is stopped and the 
stationary probe (5 to 15 nm) is then positioned.  The 
emitted X-rays are gathered by a solid state energy 
dispersive spectrometer (EDS), and then analyzed, 
seperated and stored in a multi-channel analyzer (MCA) 
and the X-ray spectrum is collected on a Cathode Ray 
Tube (CRT) display.  A counting time of 100 seconds 
was used to provide reasonable counting statistics. 
The total X-ray count thus recorded depends on  the 
specimen thickness, but was generally between 20,000 
and 50,000. 
X-ray data were collected and the background 
23 
stripped using the EDAX 9100 minicomputer system.  The 
X-ray intensity data were converted to compositions 
using the Cliff-Lorimer relationship through the "EDAX 
25 
"Thin Program" which utilizes a thin film approach  . 
Prior to microanalysis, calculations were made to 
check for selective absorption of characteristic X-rays 
of Ni and Or elements by the sample using the thin film 
criterion proposed by Goldstein et al. '  No absorption 
correction is necessary in this system as long as the 
specimen thickness is smaller than 5,000 nm.  Fluorescence 
errors should also be considered since Ni and Or are close 
in atomic number.  However, the presence of oxygen 
drastically reduces the fluorescence correction, as 
has been shown for the case of Pe-Cr-0  .  Calculations 
for the Ni-Cr-0 case considered here are included .in 
Appendix A.  The resulting error is considerably smaller 
than the other experimental considerations and has 
therefore not been included in the analysis. 
2.1  K Factor Determination 
The value of k,T.„ was determined by first using NiCr " to
a Nichrome alloy as a standard.  The composition of 
the Nichrome alloy was determined using an electron 
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microprobe.  Since microprobe analysis requires a very 
flat surface, the specimens were polished using  one 
micron diamond paste.  The samples were then carbon 
coated in a vacuum evaporator prior to microprobe ana- 
lysis. 
The range of homogeneity, for a given confidence 
interval is given by: 
confidence limit = x +   ° Z^N 
where a    is the standard deviation associated with N 
measurements, and t is the student t value for a given 
confidence level.  In this study, a 99% confidence 
level was chosen and at least 25 point counts were 
used.  Measurements from the electron microprobe give 
the compositions of the Nichrome alloy as 79.87 + 0.19 wt?6 
Ni and 20.13 + 0.05 wt% Cr. 
To determine the value of LT.n , a thin foil of 
this alloy was prepared by using the ion beam thinning 
technique.  The specimen was then examined in the EM 400 
and the intensity ratio of Ni-Ka to Cr-Ka radiation 
was measured.  As a result the k.T.~  value could be NiCr 
calculated using the Cliff-Lorimer relationship; the 
calculated value was 1.11 + 0.04 in Lehigh's EM 400 
25 
operating at 120 K7. 
2.2  .Determination of Interfacial Concentrations 
To measure interfacial concentration, the electron 
beam is moved in discrete steps across the interface 
between two phases which show a concentration dis- 
continuity.  The interfaces examined were selected so 
that they were observed to be parallel to the electron 
.beam.  If one phase overlaps another, it would net be 
possible to determine accurately the interface 
compositions.  The finite volume from which X-rays 
are generated in the sample causes the true concentration 
profile to appear "smeared".  Fig. 2 shows the procedure 
for determining the interfacial concentrations. A  smooth 
curve is drawn through the data points v/ithin each phase. 
A vertical line is constructed at the visible phase 
interface.  The intersection of the smooth curve and 
the vertical line is defined to be the extrapolated 
interface composition.  For the purpose of display only, 
the best "eye-balled" curve has been used in the profiles 
presented here.  However, for analytical purposes, a 
least square straight line extrapolation was used through 
the appropriate points. 
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The X-ray spatial resolution, R, can. be determined 
by summing the diameter of the incident beam and the 
spreading component.  Table II lists the electron beam 
spreading based on Ni-Krt radiation in NiO - 5.5 wt% CrpCu 
as determined from equation 6 for various foil thicknesses. 
Because of the proximity in the periodic table, the 
electron beam spreading of Cr would behave much like Ni. 
Table II 
Electron Beam Spreading Base on Ni-Ka Radiation in 
NiO - 5.5 wt%  Cr203 Thin Foils 
Thickness t (nm) 
50 
Beam Spreading b (nm) 
5 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
14 
25 
39 
54 
72 
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2.3  Foil Thickness Measurements 
When a probe of a few nanometers or tens of 
nanometers in diameter is focussed on the specimen 
a contamination spot will be formed on the top and 
bottom surfaces of the foil under all but the most 
stringent conditions of specimen cleanliness and 
microscope vacuum.  If the foil is then tilted through 
an angle 6    the seperation of the contamination spots 
s can be used to calculate the thickness using the 
27 
relationship: 
t = s/sin e (9) 
This technique tends to overestimate the actual foil 
thickness'" and appropriate precautions should be taken 
when this is the only technique available to determine 
the foil thickness. 
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION 
1.   Precipitation Phenomena 
Precipitation involving spinel phases has been 
extensively investigated because of the widespread 
technological importance of a variety of oxide spinels. 
In some cases, the spinel is the precipitate phase; 
while in others , the spinel is the host phase.  The 
results of a number of studies of spinel precipitates 
in an MgO matrix have been tabulated and are shown in 
Table III.  Because of the structural similarities 
between matrix and precipitate, coherent precipitates 
are oftentimes observed.  However, homogeneous nucleation 
may not take place when a large lattice parameter 
difference exists between the spinel phase and the 
matrix phase.  A metastable precipitate may precede 
the stable precipitate due to a lower activation 
energy for nucleation.  The strain energy of the 
metastable precipitate may be less than that of 
the stable precipitate. 
The effect of strain energy on precipitate 
29 
Table  III 
Spinel Precipitates in MgO 
MgO 
MgPe204 
MgCr204 
MgGa204 
MgAl204 
Lattice   o 
Parameter (A) 
4.211 
8.397 
8.333 
8.280 
8.080 
Coherent 
Disregistry   Phase 
0.003 Stable J 
0.011 Stable30 
0.017 Metastable 
0.040 Metastable 
31 
32 
30 
morphology in MgO has been studied by Henriksen and 
Kingery.   They found that MgFepO, precipitated as 
octahedra with {ill} habit planes; MgCrpO. and MgAlpO., 
assume a plate-like morphology with a flOO] habit 
plane.  The key to understanding these differences 
seems to be the magnitude of the disregistry which 
determines the degree to which coherency is maintained 
in going from the embryo stage to macroscopic precipitate. 
The morphology of MgFe^O, seems to represent a case in 
which the very small disregistry allows the precipitate 
to maintain coherency, even when it grows to macroscopic 
33 size.  If this is true, then according to Crum  the 
shape of the precipitate has no influence on the strain 
energy and the system therefore tends to develop the 
lowest energy interfaces.  In the cubic case the lowest 
energy interface is (111; , which is the one observed. 
The predominantly flOO' orientation of MgCr^O, and 
MgAlpO, may be explained by assuming that both MgCrpO, 
and MgAlpO. form coherently in the embryo stage, in 
which case the embryo would orient itself along (100) 
in order to decrease the nucleation activation energy. 
Once the embryo has formed, its growth is enhanced in 
31 
the direction that minimizes Young's modulus.  This is 
the \100.v in MgO; larger precipitates should be expected 
to propagate in this direction, which is observed. 
The lattice parameter of MgFepO, is about twice the 
lattice parameter of MgO.  Thus, little lattice strain 
is expected between precipitate and matrix, and no strain 
29 contrast has been observed in the TEM observations.    In 
contrast, the system MgO-MgAl^O, has a large disregistry 
between precipitate and matrix phase which would make 
3+ coherent precipitation difficult in Al -doped MgO. 
34- Stubican and coworkers  found that the only appreciable 
precipitation in MgO-3.5 w/o AlpO^ aged at 1350°C was 
at grain boundaries.  Thus, systems with large dis- 
registry (i.e. MgO-MgGa^^  and MgO-MgAl^5 ) may 
form either heterogeneous precipitates at the grain 
34- boundaries  or metastable homogeneous precipitates 
within the matrix. 
o 
The lattice parameter of spinel NiCrpO, is 8..136 A, 
o 
while twice the lattice parameter of NiO is 8.354 A. 
If the disregistry s is calculated assuming that the 
number of oxygen atoms in a given precipitate NiCrp01 
32 
cell remains unaltered by the exsolution process, then, 
for NiCrpO, spinel: 
^(NiCr 0 ) - a (NiO) 
, 
8
 - ~ a (NiO)    = " °-°°4   <10) o v 
Since the magnitude of the disregistry is very small, 
the need for a metastable product with a structure and 
composition such as to facilitate coherent nucleation 
might not "be required in this system; i.e., a stable 
coherent precipitate is predicted. 
1.1  Nucleation and Growth 
Transmission electron microscopy was used to study 
the development of the precipitate phase.  Fig. 3 shows 
the structure of the specimen as received from hot 
pressing. Precipitation has occurred both heterogeneously 
at the grain boundaries and, apparently, homogeneously 
within the grains, attesting to the relative ease with 
which homogeneous nucleation occurs.  Also, there is a 
zone immediately adjacent to the boundaries where no 
precipitates are present.  The width of the denuded zone 
is about 50 nm. The precipitates within the grains appear 
to be randomly dispersed and of uniform size distribution. 
Occasional randomly distributed large spinel precipitates 
33 
are observed, presumable corresponding to precipitation 
at crystal heterogeneities such as dislocations in the 
sample.  The corresponding electron diffraction patterns 
are shown in Fig. 4.  The spots in position of the type 
p are extra spots due to the precipitate; this can be 
confirmed by forming a dark field image from the electrons 
diffracted into one  such spot.  The position of the extra 
diffraction spots is consistent with the precipitate 
having a spinel structure with a lattice parameter 
double that of NiO.  The extra reflections obtained 
from the precipitates are all indexable on the assumption 
that the precipitate  is NiCrpO   By checking several 
different diffraction patterns, it has been found that 
all major directions of the NiCrpO, precipitates and 
NiO matrix are mutually parallel. 
To study the precipitate growth process, a sequence 
of specimens were annealed at 950°C.  Fig. 5 to Fig. 10 
show typical micrographs at different aging stages. 
The small lattice misfit in this system results in 
the formation of randomly distributed spherical coherent 
34 
precipitates about 10 nm in diameter in the initial 
stage of aging.  After the precipitate grows above that 
size, the morphology change into a faceted shape (Fig. 5) 
and eventually results in the formation of plates of 
NiCrpO, (Fig. 6).  Tilting experiments in the electron 
microscope have shown that the plate-like particles are 
thin ellipsoids. 
This sequence of events suggests that the observed 
morphology is related to the precipitate-matrix misfit. 
In metallic systems, spherical precipitates are generally 
observed when the misfit is less than about 0.3%.  For 
large misfit, 0.3 - 1.0%, the precipitates assume a 
35 cube shape morphology  .  In alloys for which the misfit 
is greater than about 1.0% disc shaped precipitates are 
observed. 
As discussed in the Background, shear strain , 
elastic anisotropy and an elastically soft precipitate 
will favor a disc shape.  The precipitate shape is also 
governed by the need to minimize surface energy.  When 
the misfit is small and where the surface energy term 
dominates the precipitate favors a spherical shape. 
The cube shape at the moderate misfits is probably 
35 
35 
also related to the elastic anisotropy of the matrix. 
The surface energy together with elastic anistropy leads 
to an ellipsoid morphology at high misfit. 
In order to determine the orientation relationship 
between the precipitate and matrix, a MoO^ single 
crystal has been used to obtain the image-diffraction 
36 pattern rotation angle at different magnifications. 
Table IV shows the calibration of image-diffraction 
pattern rotation versus selected area (SA) setting on 
the Philips EM 301 with goniometer stage.  By using 
this table, and by measuring the image-diffraction 
rotations with plates emulsion-side up to preserve 
geometrical truth relative to the specimen, crystal 
directions can be determined. 
The precipitates at different stages of aging were 
all found to propagate along <(100>.  Thus, elastic 
anisotropy of the NiO matrix is influential in determin- 
ing the orientation of the NiCr?CL precipitate.  Since 
the elastic modulus for NiO is minimum along ( 100>, 
for a given mismatch, elastic strain energy is minimized 
37 if growth is confined to that direction. 
36 
Table IV 
Calibration of Image-diffraction Pattern Rotation 
On Philips EM 301 
Counter-clockwise Rotation 
190° 
76° 
76.5° 
77° 
77.5° 
79° 
82° 
86° 
90° 
94° 
100° 
108° 
118° 
130° 
145° 
162° 
37 
SA Setting 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 " 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1.2  Precipitate Coarsening 
It has "been found from Pig. 7 and Pig. 8 that the 
precipitate morphology obtained at longer times remained 
unchanged and the aspect ratio of diameter to thickness 
(^10) stayed constant during anneals of up to ten days. 
In comparison to the initial stage of aging, the growth 
rate during this stage has been found to be much smaller. 
All these phenomena suggest that the matrix is no longer 
supersaturated and a 'near equilibrium' condition is 
established after 3 days of annealing at 950 C.  The 
precipitate then engages in a struggle for survivorship 
with the large particles consuming the smal].  In most 
studies of precipitate coarsening it has been found that 
38 the shape remained unchanged during growth  ; this is 
strong evidence for the assumption that the ellipsoid 
shape noted in the present investigation is the 
equilibrium shape in this system. 
The driving force for precipitate coarsening is 
the reduction of the total surface energy of the precipitate 
A theory of diffusion controlled coarsening, in which 
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large spherical precipitates grow at the expense of 
small ones, had. been formulated by Lifshitz and Slyozov 
and by Wagner  (LSW).  The LSW theory predicts that the 
average particle radius r, should increase with time, 
t, according to the equation: 
T3  - r3  = kt (11) 
o 
where r  is the average particle radius at the onset of 
coarsening.  The rate constant, k, is given by: 
,        e m /A k = *- (12) 
P2 RT 
c 
where Y is the precipitate/matrix interfacial energy, 
D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the 
matrix, C  is the concentration of solute in equilibrium 
with a precipitate of infinite radius, V is the molar 
* ^ '  m 
volume of the precipitate, P    is a numerical cut-off 
constant related to the distribution of precipitate 
sizes, and RT has its usual meaning.  The theory also 
predicts that the size distribution of precipitates is 
such that precipitates greater than 1.5 r should not 
exist, i.e., p    =  1.5. It should be pointed out that 
the LSW theory was developed assuming a random 
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distribution of precipitates whose average spacing is 
much larger than the average precipitate size.  As the 
volume fraction of precipitates increases, the diffusion 
distances become shorter.  The precipitate coarsening 
rates may therefore be expected to increase.  The effect 
of volume fraction on spherical precipitate coarsening 
41 has also been treated theoretically by Ardell  , and 
1/3 he predicts that the basic t '      kinetics for diffusion- 
controlled coarsening is unaffected while the 
coarsening rate should increase with the volume fraction 
of precipitate. 
42 Greenwood  found that precipitates of various 
shapes, spherical, rod-like or cubic all gave the same 
kinetic result, in which r was linear with coarsening 
time, all consistent with diffusion-controlled 
coarsening. 
When the particles impinge during coarsening 
stages they will coalesce if they are disordered. 
If they are ordered and impinge they will coalesce 
only if their sublattices are occupied in phase; 
however, impinging particles whose sublattices are 
antiphase will not merge because the ensuing formation 
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of a common antiphase boundary would require a higher 
energy than leav.ing a layer of disordered phase between 
them.    For a schematic illustration 01 this effect 
see Fig. 8b and c; an example of a typical structure of 
this type as observed in the NiCr?0, precipitates is shown 
in Fig. 8a (also see Fig. 7). 
All precipitates larger than r are growing and 
eventually a size is reached at which it is energetically 
more favorable to form dislocations in the interface 
region in preference to increasing the lattice strain 
(Fig. 9). 
The loss of coherency between a growing precipitate 
and a matrix of similar crystallographic structure is 
usually associated with the development of interfacial 
dislocations.  In FCC materials, two dimensional dis- 
location networks are commonly encountered and generally 
exhibit a hexagonal structure where mesh dislocations 
are bound together by three fold nodes.  For the most 
efficient relief of misfit, the dislocations should be. 
of edge character with Bergers vectors lying in the 
plane of the interface.   Thus, the density of 
dislocations in the interface increases as the size 
41 
increases until eventually the dislocation density is 
so great that all coherency is lost (Fig. 10).  The 
critical size at which coherency is lost in this 
system is about 0.3 Mm. 
1.3  Growth and Dissolution of Precipitates 
It has been proposed in the literature  , that 
the high strain energy associated with the presence 
of a coherent precipitate creates an effective chemical 
potential that leads to the dissolution of coherent 
precipitates and the growth of semicoherent precipitates 
when both are present.  However, this effect has pre- 
viously not been directly measured by experimental 
microcheiru cal methods.  To testify to the growth of 
semicoherent and dissolution of coherent precipitates, 
concentration profiles were measured across the inter- 
faces of both coherent precipitates and semicoherent 
precipitates (which means coherent precipitates with 
dislocations on it in this case.)  Fig. 11 shows the 
Cr concentration profile measured by the STEM technique 
across an area where a  semicoherent precipitate is 
present  (Fig. 11a), where a coherent precipitate is 
present (Fig. 11b), and where both kinds of precipitates 
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exist together locally in a specimen heat treated at 
950°C for 9 days.  The profiles clearly indicate that 
the coherent precipitate is dissolving and the semicoherent 
precipitate is growing. 
The behavior exhibited by these profiles can be 
explained with reference to the schematic phase diagram 
and free energy/composition curves shown in Fig. 12. 
The free energy of the system is affected both by the 
curvature (and shape) of the precipitate and by the 
volume strain energy due to strain across the inter- 
face.  As described previously, the strain across the 
interface, and hence the volume strain energy contribu- 
tion, is related to the disregistry, s , of the system. 
In the case of NiO-WiCrpO, the disregistry is small and, 
to a first order approximation, the volume strain energy 
contribution to the free energy, A^( E), may be neglected 
(the coherent precipitate would not have formed in the 
first place if the strain contribution was large).  The 
problem is then simplified to the case of the effect of 
size on the free energy of the system, and this has been 
handled in the literature  and which may be outlined as 
follows. 
43 
47 The Gibbs-Thornson relation: 
2V y 
m o 
4
" 
=
  r (13) 
where V = gram - molar volume of the precipitate and 
y = specific interfacial free energy, gives the change 
in chemical potential of a solid, particle of radius r 
relative to a planar interface.  Through this relation- 
ship, smaller particles are seen to have a higher 
chemical potential than do the larger particles.  For 
t I! 
spherical particles of radius r and r , the difference 
in chemical potential is: 
t    ft 
A/i
 
=
 
2Vo  r " » (U) 
By using the relationship: 
r r 
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A/i= A (RTlnCCr) = RT —^-^       (15) 
'Cr(eq) 
we may obtain: 
Cr        mo    r - r 
CCr(eq)      RT 
This, equation indicates that there is a relative 
concentration gradient between two precipitating 
r       n 
particles of radius r and r .  Thus, the solute 
44 
(16) 
concentration in equilibrium with smaller precipitate 
will be greater than that with the bigger precipitate 
and. there will ,be a diffusive flux of Cr atoms from 
coherent precipitate to semicoherent precipitate.  This 
flux results in the shrinkage of the coherent precipitate 
and the growth of the semicoherent precipitate. 
1.4  Transformation at Various Cooling Velocities 
The kinetics of precipitation in a crystalline 
solid depends on both the rate of initiation or nucleation 
of this process and the rate of precipitate growth. 
Depending on the formation conditions, different- 
structures might arise.  To test the effect of variation 
in quenching procedure and aging temperature on the 
precipitate morphology, a series of samples were cooled 
at different rates from 1400 C, the solut.i onizing 
temperature. 
1.4.1   Liquid Nitrogen Quench 
In the Np quenched condition, the microstrueture 
(Pig. 13) showed no apparent precipitation either in the 
matrix or at the grain boundaries.  To examine the extent 
of solute segregation, micr-oanalysis was carried out at 
both the grain boundaries and within the matrix 20 nm 
45 
away from the grain boundaries.  All grain boundaries 
analyzed were oriented parallel to the incident electron 
beam.  A typical Cr concentration profile across a grain 
boundary is shown in Fig. 14.  From the profile it can 
be inferred that the enriched grain boundary width is at 
least less than 20 nm. 
Table V compares the enrichment factors found in 
22 tnis s.tudy to those of the previous work by Bender et al  . , 
where a grain boundary width of 1 nm was assumed.  As may 
be "noted from Table "V, an assumed width of 1 nm results 
in a .calculated grain boundary composition of about 25 w/o - 
30 w/o Cr, well above the maximum solid solubility at 
1400 C.  Therefore, a second calculation has been made 
by setting the grain boundary composition at the solid 
solubility limit (Section 2) and then solving for the 
resultant boundary enrichment width and enrichment 
factor' ,  The values obtained are within a factor of 
22 2 to 7 of the value assumed by Bender, et al. ,   but are 
also much more reasonable in comparison to other values 
for ceramic materials reported in the literature.  Since 
little or no barrier exists for the nucleation of pre- 
cipitation of NiCrpO. in NiO, a large supe^saturation 
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is probable not needed, and the assumption of the maximum 
grain boundary concentration being approximately equal to the 
solubility limit appears to be .justifiable.  Therefore, the 
grain boundary enrichment factors published by Bender,et al.22 
have been recalculated and are also included in the Table. 
1.4.2  Air Quenched 
Fig. 15(a) shows the microstructure of the specimen 
which has been air quenched.  The average precipitate size 
is about 3 nm';in diameter.  There is no evidence of pre- 
ferential precipitation at grain boundaries attesting to 
the relative ease v/ith which homogeneous nucleation occurs. 
The precipitates are identified as MiCr^O, in epitaxial 
orientation with the NiO matrix as seen from the selected 
area diffraction pattern in Fig. 15(b).  The small critical 
nucleus size is in agreement with a low surface energy 
29 for the coherent interface  .  The results also indicate 
that the decomposition of the solid solution involves 
only one stable equilibrium MiCr^O, phase.  No metastable 
phase is necessary to facilitate coherent nucleation in 
this system. 
1.4.3  Slow Cooling 
During slow cooling, the MiCr^O, precipitates 
48 
occurs along grain boundaries as well as within the grains 
as shown in Fig. 16.  There is a zone immediately adjacent 
to the boundaries where no precipitate is present (Fig. 16a) 
The width of the denuded zone is about 70 run.  This 
boundary precipitation can result from heterogeneous 
nucleation at imperfections within the grain boundaries 
under the low supersaturation present during the slow- 
cooling condition. The NiCrpO, precipitates within the 
grains appear to be randomly distributed throughout the 
bulk; the crystallographic relations between matrix and 
precipitate are the same as determined for the earlier 
studies made during this investigation.  On precipitation 
during long periods of time at a lower temperature at 
which diffusion is probably rate determing, dendrite 
precipitates form which still have the same crystallographic 
orientation with the matrix but in which the rate of 
50 growth is limited, so that star-like crystals result. 
On further annealing (Fig. 16c) the precipitate mor- 
phology grows into the equilibrium ellipsoid shape with 
aspect ratio of ^10, as obtained previously (Fig. 8). 
In summary, it seems that there is little or no 
effect of the variation in cooling procedure and aging 
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temperature on the gross features of the final precipi- 
tate morphology.  The decomposition of .NiO solid solution 
involves only one stable equilibrium phase MiCr^O^.  The 
precipitates form preferentially as ellipsoid plates, 
primarily on r100'; , with all directions of the 
precipitate and matrix mutually parallel.  The aspect 
ratio of diameter to thickness has been found to be 
approximately constant regardless of the different heat 
treatment procedures. 
1.5  Quantitative Analysis of the Precipitate Phase 
To confirm the identification of the precipitate, 
chemical analysis was performed by EDAX microanalysis in 
STEM.  Because of the small size of the precipitates, an 
electron probe of 5 nm diameter was focused on the 
precipitates in thin areas very close to the foil edges. 
As is shown in Pig. 17 the precipitates contained Cr and 
Ni.  (Since EDS can detect only elements with atomic 
number greater than 10, oxygen is not detected.) 
Measurements obtained from different precipitates 
in the specimen annealed at 950 C for 9 days gives the 
spinel composition as 61.82 + 3.04 wt% Cr and 38.18 + 
1.77 wt% Ni at a 99% confidence level.  The stoichiometric 
50 
composition for NiCr^O, spinel should be 63.92 wt% Cr 
and 36.08 wt(/6 Ni.  In 1970, Greskivich3 found that NiCr204 
has a very narrow range of stoichiometry bases on measure- 
ments made by electron microprobe.  Since the composition 
determined by electron microprobe is statistically more 
reliable than that determined by STEM, it may be concluded    
that the MCr^O, precipitate observed in the present 
study has the stoichiometric composition.  The major 
uncertainty in the STEM-EDAX measurement is due to the 
relatively low counting rate obtained from the thin sample. 
Also, a combination of beam spreading effects as well as 
the relative precipitate/matrix volume results in the 
partial detection of the matrix composition, thus leading 
to an underestimate of the Cr content. 
2.   Phase Diagram Determination 
2.1  Errors in Phase Diagram Determination 
Determination of the solvus line using STEM requires the 
measurement of concentration profiles across precipitate/ 
matrix interfaces.  There are several factors that can 
lead to uncertainty in determining the concentration at 
the interface between these two phases. 
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2.1.1   Interface Geometry 
At the point of analysis, the foil must be single 
phase through its entire thickness.  If one phase over- 
laps another, the average composition will be measured. 
The NiO/NiCrpCL interface must therefore be parallel to 
the incident electron beam, or X-rays will be generated 
from both phases over the region of overlap.  The as- 
measured concentration will be "smeared" through the 
overlap region making determination of composition at 
the interface impossible.  Extreme care was always used 
to properly orient the foil to minimize this source of 
uncertainty. 
The previous discussion of precipitate morphology 
indicated that the precipitates form as ellipsoid plates 
lying on/lOOi.  When the electron beam is oriented 
along a <100>, there will be two sets of (100) 
precipitates parallel to the electron beam.  The. best 
geometry for the phase diagram determination would be 
such that the beam direction corresponds to the O00> 
zone axis which lies in the major plane of the precipitate, 
The other source of error could arise from the 
spherical nature of the interface of the oblate spheroid 
5'2 
precipitates.  Fig. 18 shows the geometry of an oblate 
spheroid, precipitate under the <100>beam direction. 
Due to the nature of the spherical interface of the 
precipitate, the extent of solute depletion in regions 
AA' and BE' will not be the same.  If we assume that the 
foil has a thickness t, and the spheroid has a spherical 
cap radius r, then the spherical interface positions can 
be written as: 
(x - r)2 + y2 = r2 (17) 
The average value of x for the interface AB can then be 
calculated as: 
ft/2     ™ rr 
x = (JQ   (r ->r2 - y2) dy)/(t/2) 
= r - h  --r2 - t2/4 + (2r2/t)(sin~1t/2r)  (18) 
The typical major diameter of precipitates selected 
for analysis is about  200 nm and the spherical cap 
radius r is measured to be about 800 nm.  Therefore, 
for a foil thickness of about 150 nm, the average 
value of x is only about 1 nm.  Unless the observed 
concentration gradients are very steep, the error caused 
by the spherical interface will not be severe. 
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2.1.2   STEM 
The most significant error in STEM X-ray microanalysis 
in the system being considered is attributable to the 
actual X-ray counting statistics.  The X-ray counting 
statistics show Gaussian behavior.  Hence, <r = ,'TTwhere 
a
    is the standard deviation and N is the number of 
accumulated counts.  At the 3°" confidence level, the 
error in the number of accumulated counts would be 3 ,/TT. 
Any X-ray count measurement with its associated error 
would then be described statistically as If + 3 .;rW,   and 
the relative error in counts would be (3 . TT/N)* 100%. 
Since, as. N decreases the relative orror would increase, 
any circumstances which decrease N (such as a thinner 
region of the foil) will increase the relative error. 
The foils analyzed were typically 150 nm thick and the 
total number of counts was 30000 in 90 seconds.  The 
relative error in C-^./Cr,    is the sum of the relative Ni  Cr 
errors for I,T. and I~ . Ni     Cr 
In the experimental section it was shown that 
KT>T.n  = 1.11 + 0.04 at the 99% confidence level.  Thus, 
the 4% relative error in K.^.^.    must be considered when 
determining compositions using the Cliff-Lorimer equation. 
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The relative error in C^./Cr,  equals the sum in the re- Ni Cr  ^ 
lative error for KNiCr and INJ/lCr. 
Although the error associated with each data point 
is largo, the error associated with the interfacial 
equilibrium concentration is substantially lower since 
the composition was determined from n measurements.  The 
99% confidence interval about the composition would be 
x + to-/n.  However, since these concentration values 
depend on K-^.p , the accuracy of the final composition 
can never be better than the accuracy of K^.^, no matter 
how large the number of repetitions.  The correct proce- 
dure is to calculate ttr/n and then this is summed with 
the 4% relative error inherent in K,T.~  in order to 
determine the true total error,  This was the procedure 
used to calculate the error bars for the compositions 
used to construct the solvus lines. 
2.2  Phase Diagram Determination 
Since thermodynamics dictates that the extent of a 
single-phase domain on a phase diagram is always expanded 
when it is metastable, in this instance the two-phase 
regions of the coherent phase diagram must lie within 
12 the two-phase region of the incoherent diagram.   The 
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concentration at the interface between a coherent pre- 
cipitate and the matrix will not be precisely the con- 
centration given by the equilibrium solvus line.  The 
equilibrium solvus line must be determined from the 
interfaces of incoherent precipitates.  As will be shown 
in the present case, the difference in composition between 
the metastable and stable solvus in the system NiO-CrpCU 
is too small to be measured by the STEM experimental 
technique.  Therefore, results are presented first in 
terms of a metastable solvus determined from matrix 
precipitates, and then a stable solvus determined from 
grain boundary precipitates; the two are subsequently 
shown to be equal within experimental error. 
2.2.1   Solvus Line Determination 
To determine the metastable solvus line, samples 
have been prepared at three different temperatures, 
specifically 950°C, 1050°C and 1150°C for different 
aging times to obtain the desired ellipsoid plate 
precipitates.  At least three profiles were measured in 
each sample and used to construct the solvus line. 
Fig. 19 through 21 show examples of one  profile measured 
on each sample.  The details of each profile are given 
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in the figure captions; error bars show the error for 
each of the measurements.  The specimens have not attained 
full bulk equilibrium and therefore a Cr gradient exists 
in the parent phase.  By extrapolation of the concentration 
gradient in the NiO to the visible interface, the equili- 
brium composition of the NiO/NiCrpO, interface v/as obtained, 
None of the observed concentration gradients were steep, 
and therefore the extrapolations are not severe.  The 
maximum solubility of Cr in NiO is determined to be 
0.98 +0.10 vrt%  Cr at 950°C. 1.80 +0.15 wt% Cr at 1C50°C 
and 3.60 + 0.31 wt% Cr at 1150CC.  These values are used 
to plot the metastable solvus line between 950 C to 
1150 C in the system NiO-CrpO^ as indicated in Pig. 23. 
2.2.2  Equilibrium Solvus Line Determination 
Since the equilibrium precipitates tend to nucleate 
at large angle grain boundaries4" , precipitates along 
the grain boundary should be in incoherent equilibrium 
with the matrix and interface concentrations should 
correspond to the stress free solvus line.  However, 
grain, boundary precipitates may not have grown by volume- 
diffusion control.  If their growth v/as controlled by 
grain boundary diffusion or by interface control, there 
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is no reason "to expect equilibrium at the precipitate/ 
matrix interface.  At lev temperatures phase growth may 
be controlled by grain boundary diffusion rather than 
voDume diffusion.  Under these conditions equilibrium 
mayvnot be encountered at the interfaces, and unless 
full bulk equilibration has been obtained, these samples 
can not legitimately be used to determine the phase 
diagra.m.  Experiments were therefore not run at tempera- 
tures below which volume diffusion control was expected 
to dominate. 
Fig. 22 shows a. grain boundary precipitate concen- 
tration profile measured on the sample annealed at 950°C 
for 9 days.  The alloy has not attained full equilibration 
and therefore Cr gradients exist in the parent NiO matrix. 
In a binary system, the precipitating phase must have the 
composition defined by the end point of the solvus line at 
all times, and therefore the concentration gradients in the 
NiCrpO^, phase must always be flat.  STEM analysis indicates 
that the iliCrpO. in this precipitate contains 62.21 + ^.Ol 
wt% Cr.  Prom extrapolation of the concentration gradient 
in the matrix to the interface, the equilibrium concen- 
tration of the NiO phase is 0.98 + 0.10 wt% Cr. 
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This composition, which is very close to the interface 
concentration obtained from the coherent precipitate in 
the specimen annealed at 950 C, defines the end point of 
the equilibrium solvus line at 950°C in the Ni0-Cro0- 
system.  Hence, within the accuracy of STEM microanalysis, 
local equilibrium exists at the grain boundary precipitates 
interface in this specimen. 
Table VI summarized the results obtained' from the 
specimens annealed at 950°C, 1050°C and 1150°C.  Over 
the entire temperature range of interest (950°C to 1150°C) 
the interface concentrations obtained from the coherent 
precipitates are very close to those obtained from the 
incoherent precipitates in this system.  The STEM analysis 
also indicates that the spinel precipitate has a very 
narrow range of stoichiometry between 950 C and 1150~C; 
the variation and deviation from the stoichiometric 
compound NiCr?0, are too small to be detected by the 
techniques employed in this study. 
2.2.3  Comparison to Previous Work 
From the above discussion,, the difference between 
metastable solvus line and equilibrium solvus line in 
this system appears to be too small to be detected by 
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Table  VI 
Interphase Interfacial Concentrations 
In the System NiCr204/NiO 
Temperature 
Coherent 
Precipitate 
Grain Boundary- 
Precipitate 
950°C 0.98 + 0.10 0.95 + 0.11 
1095°C 1.80 + 0.15 1.80 + 0.20 
1150°C 3.60 + 0.31 3.80 + 0.40 
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the STEM technique.  When compared■with the previous work 
listed in Table I, the present date agree within experi- 
mental error with the solubility limits determined by 
Greskovich, and Wood &  Hodgekiess (Fig. 23).  The results 
of this investigation therefore suggest that STEM micro- 
analysis can be a very useful technique to determine the 
matrix solubilities in equilibrium with both metastable 
and stable precipitates.  By using several aging tem- 
peratures, the technique can possibly be extended to 
develop metastable and equilibrium solvus curves for a 
given alloy system using a single alloy composition. 
3.   Surface Reduction of Nickel Oxide in the 
r" 
Electron Microscope 
The passage of electrons through the sample is 
accompanied by many energy transfer processes.  The 
input of energy can cause heating and, depending on 
the scattering cross sections, more severely, inelastic 
51 collisions that lead to radiation damage  .  Of these 
collisions, ionization and bond-breaking damage will 
eventually destroy a specimen.  Such processes are 
serious in nonmetallic materials and can be critical 
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for some ionic specimens. 
During the course of this study, surface reduction 
of NiO has oftentimes been found.  The micromechanism 
of reduction involves the formation of metallic nuclei 
and their subsequent growth at the expense of the parent 
phase.  Because of the practical importance of the re- 
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action. , a great deal of work has been done on the 
reduction of metallic oxides to metals.  However, most 
studies which have concerned themselves with this pro- 
blem have been limited zo  optical microscopy  ,  The 
objective in the present study is to extend this work 
and to use the transmission electron microscope. 
54 Recently, Little et al  have studied the early stages 
of reduction of ]\TiO single crystals by using a Philips 
"301 100 KV electron microscope.  In the work presented 
here, a series of observations using TEM have been 
conducted to study the reduction reaction of poly- 
crystalline Cr-doped NiO both in the presence and 
absence of a solid carbon coating. 
3.1   TEM Studies of Specimen without Carbon Coating 
All samples, when initially observed in a 120 KV 
instrument, showed no signs of reduction.  However, after 
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prolonged observation, some very thin areas (about 100 
to 150 nm thick) are observed to proceed with the rapid 
formation of nearly spherical homogeneously distributed 
surface precipitates, whose appearance can be seen in 
Fig. 24.  The reduction period for this reaction has 
been found to be orientation dependent as shown in the 
picture.  The precipitates were identified as nickel 
metal using selected area diffraction.  A S.A.D. pattern 
is shown in Pig. 25 together with a schematic indicating 
the proposed interpretation of the double diffraction spots, 
By checking several different diffraction patterns, it 
has been found that all major directions of the Ni 
precipitate and the Cr-doped NiO matrix were mutually 
parallel.  Thus, there is complete matching of the cube 
directions and planes in both structures such that the 
nickel has formed epitaxially on the oxide.  Fig. 26 
shows a stereopair which clearly demonstrate that the 
larger precipitates were at the top surface of the oxide 
whereas the smaller precipitates were at the bottom. 
This explains why the precipitates do not produce strain 
contrast, although the difference in lattice parameter 
o        o 
between Ni and NiO is very large (3.52 A vs 4.17 A ), 
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The Ni  precipitates were found to be internally twinned. 
Tne twinning could arise since the nickel has a face- 
centered cubic structure which may exhibit annealing 
twins related to the growth process.  These observations 
suggest that the reduction reaction occurs due to heating 
of the sample under the electron beam in the reducing 
atmosphere of the microscope. 
On further reduction the Ni precipitates grow and 
coalesce and begin to lose their orientation relationship 
with respect to the NiO matrix.  Fig. 27 shows the micro- 
structure of this later stage together with the correspond- 
ing selected area ring diffraction pattern.  The porous 
structure in the highly reacted areas suggest that the 
reduction process proceeds through the reaction: 
Mi0(s) = Ni(s) + *°2(g) (19> 
This reaction is accompanied by a decrease in volume of 
about 40% through the loss of 0?.  The foils continuously 
lose oxygen to the environment during the beam heating. 
Eventually, all the nickel oxide is ..reduced to become 
nickel metal and collapses.  The phenomena observed 
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agree well with the work done by Little, et al  . 
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3.2  TEM Studies of Specimens with Carbon Coating 
A charging problem often arises when electron or 
ion spectrcscopy is used to study nonconducting solids. 
Use of the scanning electron microscope (3EM) or the 
scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) to 
examine ceramics usually requires coating the sample 
with carbon or a metallic film.  However, the reaction 
between carbon and the specimen has never been inves- 
tigated.  The reduction of nickel oxide with solid 
55 carbon may proceed through two types of mechanisms: 
(1) At very low absolute pressures: 
N10(s) + c(s) - Ni(s) + C0(g) <20' 
(2) At atmosphere pressures: 
(a)  NiO(s) + C0(g) =Ni(s) +C02(g)   (21) 
(D)  C02(g) +C(S) = 2C0(g) (22) 
At room temperature the equilibrium ratio of CO 
n 
to CCU in the Ni/NiO system is approximately 1:10 ; . 
lower concentrations of COp therefore produce a reducing 
environment.  Due to the small ratio of C0/C0p (1:10 ^) 
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present in typical atmosphere situations, we may conclude 
that solid carbon will not be able to reduce NiO thru 
mechanism (2) outside the microscope at room temperature. 
TEM observations have been conducted on two carbon 
coated specimens, one with a relatively thin coating and 
one with approximately twice the thickness of carbon 
coating on its surface.  Pig. 28 shows a typical micro- 
graph and diffraction pattern from the more thinly 
carbon coated specimen.  It can be seen from the micro- 
graph (Fig. 28a) that very small particles (5 - 10 run) 
with moire fringe contrast (Fig. 28c) are formed on the 
surface of NiO, but not on the NiCrpO, precipitates. 
The parallel moire fringe spacing is related to the 
lattice spacing of two interacting lattice sets, according 
to the relation:  D = d.d?/(d1 -dp); the fringe spacing 
observed in Fig. 28c is therefore deduced to arise from 
the (111) reflecting planes of NiO and Ni respectively. 
The moire fringe spacing together with the diffraction 
pattern again identified these small, nearly spherical 
particles, as metallic Ni in.epitaxial relation with 
the NiO matrix.  A dark field micrograph of the more 
thickly carbon coated specimen is shown in Fig. 29. 
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Increasing  the amount of deposited carbon appears to 
increase the size of the nickel islands. 
3.3  Interpretation of Results 
In order to explain the observed phase trans- 
formations, it is necessary to consider the thermo- 
dynamics of the reduction of both nickel oxide and 
nickel chrome spinels.  In the previous section we 
have already discussed the reduction reaction of NiO. 
56 In comparison with the reduction of CoPepO.  , the 
simplest reduction reaction for NiCrp-O, in a reducing 
atmosphere (such as in the microscope) may be expressed 
as follows: 
HiCr204(s) - Hi(a) + Cr203(s) + *02(g)   (23) 
Assuming that the matrix solubility for Cr is 
small, the temperature required to reduce pure NiO 
and NiCr20, can then be calculated through the equation: 
AG° = - RT InK . (24) 
where AG-  is the free energy of the reaction, and K is 
the equilibrium constant.  The partial pressure of the 
most important gas components in the Philips EM 4C0 at- 
mosphere are shown in Fig. 30  .  It was expected that 
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this atmosphere reacts to equilibrium at the specimen 
surface during the observations. 
The calculations listed in Table VII clearly 
indicate that the temperature required to reduce 
nickel oxide with carbon in the microscope is very 
low.  The temperature needed to reduce NiCrpCL is 
somewhat higher than nickel oxide and explains the 
micrograph shown in Fig. 28.  The temperature required 
to reduce nickel oxide or NiCro0,1 without carbon 
coating are much higher than those with carbon coating. 
Some localized areas of the foil appeared to be extensively 
reduced prior to any possible electron beam heating in 
the microscope.  This implies' that the reduction also 
occurred in the environment of the ion beam milling 
chamber where fche sample is also subjected to beam 
heating and a highly reducing (vacuum) environment. 
There are several reasons which might explain 
the observed phenomena: 
(1)  During observation in the electron microscope 
the area of the specimen illuminated by the electron 
beam becomes contaminated with carbon.  This carbon 
contamination may arise from the breakdown of hydro- 
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carbons in the vicinity of the specimen.  The hydrocarbons 
are introduced from the vacuum pumping system or by 
outgassing of vacuum seals. 
(2)  Reduction of nickel oxide could a.lso occur 
in the environment of the ion beam milling chamber- 
where the sample is subject to beam heating and a 
« 
highly reducing (vacuum environment).  Therefore, the 
preparation of nickel oxide by ion beam thinning might 
result in the formation of more reduced layers on the 
fin 
surface  .  This reduced surface layer could be formed 
at the temperature reached by beam heating. 
Observations concerning size, density and location 
of nickel islands for all three types of foils may be 
siuixmarized as follows: 
(1) The island size on uncoated foils appears to 
be about 30 nm (Fig. 24). v/hile for the thinly coated 
foil it appears to decrease to 5 nm (Fig. 28) and then 
appears to increase again for the thicker coating to 
100 nm (Fig. 29). 
(2) The number density per unit area of sites for 
nucleated nickel islands appears to be larger for the 
carbon coated foils than for the uncoated foil. 
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(3) The uncoated foil appears to have nickel 
islands on  "both sides of the foil (larger ones tov/ard 
the electron beam while the most thickly coated foil 
Las islands only on the side of the foil which was 
coated (and which was toward the beam.) 
(4) The nickel islands or. the coated foils appear 
to have formed within a short time of being introduced 
into the microscope, while there appears to be a larger 
and more variable incubation time for formation on the 
uncoated foils. 
A rational explanation for the above observations 
may be obtained if two competing mechanisms are assumed, 
namely the chemical reduction of the foil to nickel 
versus the effect of beam heating.  Beam heating is 
most serious in the uncoated foil and therefore, even 
though carbon is not present, the foil may be reduced 
and the nickel islands grow to fairly large size. 
Deposition of a reasonable thickness of carbon tends 
to both decrease beam heating and promote reduction 
producing a higher density of smaller nucleated 
islands.  Further increase in the amount of deposited 
carbon appears to increase the amount of reduced nickel 
71 
available, hence the increased island size, while the 
reduced beam heating prevents reduction oh the line bated 
side of the foil away from the beam. 
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SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS 
1.  Nucleation and Growth 
The precipitation of nickel chrome spinel from 
Cr-doped NiO has been studied by using TEM/STEM.  Homo- 
geneous precipitation occurs in this system.  The lattice 
o 
parameter of stoiehiometric NiCr90/1 is 8.136 A, while d
  
4
        o 
twice the lattice parameter of NiO is 8.354 A.  Thus, 
little lattice strain is 'expected between precipitate 
and matrix, and no strain contrast is observed in the 
TEM until the precipitate grows to a size of about 200 run. 
There is no evidence of preferential precipitation at 
grain boundaries, attesting to the relative ease with 
which homogeneous nucleation occurs. 
To study the precipitate growth process, a number 
of specimens were annealed at 950 C for times ranging 
from 1 day to 11 days and then examined.  The small 
lattice misfit in this system results in the formation 
of randomly distributed spherical coherent precipitates 
about 3 - 10 run in diameter in the initial stage of 
growth.  Above that size, the morphology changes to 
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a faceted shape and eventually results in the formation 
of ellipsoid plates of NiCr90,.  The ellipsoidal plates 
form primarily on 1100] with a.ll directions of 
the precipitate and matrix mutually parallel.  The pre- 
dominantly 1100) orientation may be explained "by assuming 
that NiCr90, forms coherently in the embryo stage, in 
which case the -embryo would oriented itself along ^100) 
in order to decrease the nucleation activation energy. 
Once the embryo has formed, its growth is enhanced-in 
the direction that minimizes Young's modulus.  This is 
the v.'100s> in NiO, and larger precipitates 
should be expected to propagate in this direction, which 
is observed.  The aspect ratio of djameter to thickness 
of the oblate spheroid precipitate has been found to be 
approximately constant (ii:10) regardless of the different 
heat treatment procedures.  This is strong evidence for 
the assertion that the ellipsoid shape is the equilibrium 
shape in this system. 
Concentration profiles were obtained across the 
interface of both coherent and semicoherent ellipsoidal 
shaped precipitates.a    The profiles show that the coherent 
precipitates are dissolving and the semicoherent pre- 
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cipitates are growing when "both are present in the 
matrix.  The theory of diffusion controlled coarsening, 
in which large precipitates grow at the expense of the 
small ones, provides a rational explanation of the 
observed behavior. 
Eventually the precipitates grow along <100> to a 
size at which coherency is no  longer maintained.  The 
loss of coherency has been found to be associated with 
the development of interfacial dis.l ocations.  The inter- 
facial dislocations form a hexagonal network where mesh 
dislocations are bound together by three fold nodes. 
The critical size at which coherency is lost in this 
system is about 300 run. 
The morphology of the reaction product is a result 
of the kinetic process of nucleation and growth, and of 
interphase boundary effects.  It has been found that 
there is little or no effect on the variation in cooling 
procedure and aging temperature on precipitate morpho- 
logy in this system.  The decomposition of the NiO solid 
solution involves only one stable equilibrium phase 
NiCrpCL.  No intermediate metastable phase is necessary 
to facilitate coherent nucleation. 
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2.   Phase Diagram Determination 
The Ni0-NiCro0„ two phase boundary (the NiO(Cr) 2 4 ss 
o, so.lvus line) was experimentally determined, between 950 C 
and 1150°C using STEM techniques.  To produce the NiO + 
NiCrpO, structure, alloys were solution treated at 1400°C 
and quenched so that the NiO solid solution transformed 
to supersaturated NiO.  During subsequent aging, the. NiO 
(solid solution) decomposed to NiO + NiCro0,.  The growth 
of the NiCrpO^ phase is controlled by volume diffusion. 
The best geometry for the phase diagra.m determination 
was such that the beam direction corresponds to the <100> 
zone axis which lies in the major plane of the ellipsoid 
precipitates. 
In cases where the alloy had not been fully equi- 
librated, Gr concentration gradients were present in the 
parent NiO matrix.  Solvus line compositions were de- 
termined from these alloys since local equilibrium is 
assumed to exist at the Ni0/NiCro0„ phase interface. 
The concentration gradients were extrapolated to the 
interface to determine the interface compositions. 
The concentration at the interface between a coherent 
precipitate and the matrix is not precisely the concen- 
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tration given "by  the equilibrium solvus line.  The equi- 
librium solvus line must be determined from the interfaces 
of the incoherent precipitates.  In the present study the 
interface concentrations obtained from the coherent pre- 
cipitates are very close to those obtained from the in- 
coherent precipitates.  The results show that local 
equilibrium does exist at interfaces in the system 
between 950°C and 1150°C.  The maximum solubility of 
Cr in NiO is 0.98+ 0.10 at 950°C, 1.80 + 0.15 at 1050°C, 
and 3.60 + 0.31 at 1150°C.  The STEM analysis also in- 
dicates that the NiCrpO, has a very narrow range of 
stoichiometry between 950°C and 1150°C. 
3.   Surface Reduction of Nickel Oxide in the Electron 
Microscope 
During the course of this study, surface reduction 
of NiO has oftentimes been found.  Because of the 
practical importance of the reaction, a series of 
observation using TEM have been conducted to study the 
reduction reaction of Cr-doped NiO both in the presence 
and absence of a solid carbon coating. 
Beam heating is most serious in the uncoated foil 
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and therefore, even though carbon is not present, the 
foil may he reduced and the nickel islands grow to fairly- 
large size.  Deposition of a reasonable thickness of 
carbon tends to both decrease beam heating and promote 
reduction producing a higher density of small nucleated 
islands.  Thermodynamic calculations indicate that the 
temperature required to reduce nickel oxide with carbon 
in the EM 400 is as low as 76°C, while that required to 
reduce•nickel oxide without carbon coating is 905°C. 
Therefore, the reduction of nickel oxide might occur 
during the specimen preparation inside the ion beam 
milling chamber or during observation inside the 
microscope through carbon contamination. 
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Fig.  1. The effect of beam spreading.  Schematic 
diagram showing the cross section of the 
extra X-ray volume excited due to beam 
spreading from the interaction of the 
electron beam with the thin foil. 
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o 
DISTANCE 
Fig.  2.  Schematic demonstrating the procedure used for 
determining the interfacial concentration for 
non-equilibrated samples by extrapolation to 
the visible interface. 
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Fig.  3.  Bright field, electron micrograph of a slow 
cooled sample as received from hot pressing, 
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(a) 
(b) 
Fig.  4.  Electron diffraction patterns from Fig. 3. 
Electron beam direction:  (a) <100> /'/100> 
(b) <no:p,' *'no>m 
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(a) (b) 
Fig.  5.  Bright field (a) and dark field ("b) micrograph 
of the spherical and faceted NiCr^CL spinel 
-after 1 day of annealing at 950°C. 
(Scale bar = 60 run). 
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(a) 
0>) 
Fig.  6.  Bright field and dark field micrograph which 
show that the NiCr?0, precipitates start to 
elongate along <100> after 2 days of annealing 
at 950°C.  (Scale har = 150 nm). 
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(a) 
Fig.  7.  Bright field electron micrographs under various 
diffraction conditions of 5.5 wt% CrpCU-NiO 
aged for 3 days at 950°C.  (a)  The microstruc- 
ture shows strain contrast "between spinel 
particles and matrix.  This 'and lack of 
interfacial dislocations confirm the coherent 
nature of the particle-matrix interface. 
(Scale bar = 250'nm). 
85 
0>) 
(b)  Bright field micrograph showing a type of 
displacement fringe which again indicates the 
curved nature of the interface of the particles. 
The displacement fringes - occur when there is an 
abrupt change in phase of incident and diffracted 
beams as they encounter plate-like precipitates 
which have displaced matrix planes in opposite 
45 directions on either side of it  . 
(Scale bar = 250 nm). 
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(a) 
Pig.  8.  (a)  Bright field, micrograph, parallel to a 
<100> of a specimen after annealing at 950°C 
for 9 days, the microstructure shows that the 
NiCrpO, ellipsoid plates lie on  [100 } . 
(Scale bar = 250 run). 
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(b) (c) 
(b) The sublattice occupation of "both pre- 
cipitates is in phase, as in particle A of 
Pig. 8a. 
(c) The sublattice occupation of both pre- 
cipitates is not in phase and a layer of 
disordered phase remains, as in particle 
B of Fig. 8a. 
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Fig.  9.  Dislocations nucleated on  the NiCrpO, ellipsoid 
precipitates after 10 days of annealing at 950 C. 
(Scale bar = 250 run). 
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; 
(a) 
/ 
(b) 
Fig. 10.  Bright field micrographs show hexagonal arrays 
of interfacial dislocations in sample held 
11 days at 950°C.  (Scale bar = 200 nm). 
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10      II 
Fig.   11. Concentration profiles across an area where a 
semicoherent precipitate is present (a), where 
a coherent precipitate is present (b), and 
where both kinds of precipitates exist together 
(c) locally in a specimen heat treated at 950°C 
for 9 days. 
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Operating conditions were 120 KV, 5 nra beam 
diameter, X-ray excited area approximately 
50 ran, step size 25 ran, foil thickness 
approximately 150 ran.  Phase interfaces 
were approximately parallel to electron beam, 
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Fig. 12.  (a)  Schematic phase diagram showing limited 
solid solubility Ccr and Co at a temperature T. 
(b)  Schematic representation of the free energy 
per mole (f) against composition (in molar frac- 
tion of B) at this temperature for both the case 
where the (3  precipitates have a flat interface 
(r = oo ) and where they have a finite radus of 
curvature ""Ir.  The curvature raises the free energy 
at C  by Au,_so altering both the partial molar 
free'5energy P^ and the solubility of E in», C. 'ener B '«(r) 
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(a) 
M 
Fig. 13.  (a)  TEW micrograph of an NiO -5.5 w/o Cr20- 
NO, alloy quenched from 14-00 C into liquid nitrogen./ 
(t>)  Diffraction pattern of grain in left side 
of (a). 
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DISTANCE  FROM GRAIN   BOUNDARY (nm) 
Fig. 14.  STEM grain boundary composition profile of a 
NiO- 5.5 w/o Cro0.7 quenched in liquid N0 from 
1400°C. 
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(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 15.  (a)  C.D.F. micrograph shows small uniformly 
distributed NiCrpO, precipitates (about 3 nm 
in size) in the specimen air quenched from 
1400°C.  (Scale bar = 200 run). 
(b)  <112> zone diffraction pattern of (a). 
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(a) 
00 
Pig. 16.  (a)  Bright field micrograph under <^100> beam 
direction of the specimen slow cooled from 
1400 C.  (b)  Precipitate free zone occurs 
immediately adjacent to the grain boundary. 
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(c) 
(c)  Equilibrium ellipsoid shaped NiCrpO, 
precipitate forms after annealing for 3 days 
at 950°C (Scale bar = 250 nm). 
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ie-t>Ec-ee     3  n   28 
99-29* 
603      'H 
66   68 
182   612 
"57   71? 
Fig. 17.  EDAX microanalysis obtained by probing a 
particle very close to the foil edge.  By 
using Cliff-Lorimer relationship and 
KT,T.~,  = 1.11 the composition is determined 
to be 61.56 wt% Cr and 38.43 wt% Ni. 
100 
(x-r) + y =r 
NiO 
(r.O) 
NiCr204 
Fig. 18.  Typical geometry of an oblate spheroid 
precipitate under the <100> beam direction, 
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Fig. 19.  Concentration profile measured on an NiO - 5.5 w/o 
Cr2Cv alloy annealed at 950°C for 9 days*  Step 
size is 25 nm. 
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Fig. 20. Concentration profile measured on an NiO - 5.5 w/o 
Cr205 alloy annealed at 1050°C for 39 hours. Step 
size is 25 nm. 
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Fig. 21.  Concentration profile measured on an NiO - 5.5 w/o 
y     CrpO^ alloy annealed at 1150°C for 9 hours.  Step 
size is 25 nm. 
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Fig. 22.  Concentration profile al 
ong a grain boundary 
precipitate in an NiO - 5.5 w/o Cr^ alloy 
specimen annealed at 950°C for 9 days.  Step size 
is 25 nm. 
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Fig. 23.  Comparison of the solubility of Cr in NiO as 
4. 3 determined by Meier & Rapp, Greskovich, Wood 
Hodgekiess, and this study. 
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Fig. 24.  Bright field image of a NiO -5.5 w/o Gr20^ 
alloy after prolonged exposure to the electron 
beam.  (Scale bar = 200 nm). 
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Fig. 25.  Double diffraction effects in SADP taken from 
Fig. 24 under <100> beam direction. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 26.  Stereopair revealing nickel precipitates on 
the surface only.  (Scale bar = 200 nm). 
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<r 
U *f -, 2 00 nm 
w 
(a) 
GO 
Fig. 27.  (a)  Highly porous network of interconnected 
nickel and nickel oxide at the later stages of 
reduction reaction.  (Scale bar = 200 nm). 
(b)  Diffraction pattern of (a). 
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(a) (b) 
Pig. 28.  (a)  Typical micro-structure of NiO - 5.5 w/o 
CrpO^ with thin carbon coating on the surface, 
(Scale "bar =100 nm). 
i 
(h)  Diffraction pattern of (a). 
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*♦» 
(c) 
(c) Higher Magnification picture of (a) shows 
4-5 parallel moire fringe contrast  .  The parallel 
moire fringes are parallel to the reflecting 
planes arid perpenticular to Ag.  The parallel 
moire fringe spacing can be calculated from 
d1d2 the equation D = —-r——r—, where d. and d2 are 
the d... spacings of the NiO and Ni respectively, 
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Pig. 29.  CD.P. micrograph of specimen with twice the 
thickness of carbon coating compared to the 
previous specimen shown in Fig. 28.  Note 
that the nickel islands become quite large 
in size.  (Scale bar = 700 nm). 
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_7 Total  Pressure:   10    torr 
Mass spectrum EM 400 
10-11 Torr 
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Partial Pressure: 
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Fig. 30.  Mass spectrum of the residual gas components 
of a Philips EM 400 with goniometer stage and 
anti-contamination device. 
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APPENDIX A 
Fluorescence Corrections in Thin Foils,, 
As pointed out by Nockolds, et. al. ,   characteristic 
flu.orescence in thin specimens is smaller than that in 
bulk samples.  The model formulated by Nockolds, et. al., 
predicts a pt(0.9 - In pt) dependence for the correction, 
while that of Philibert and Tixier  predicts a ( pt) 
dependence.  For foils in the "thin foil criteria" range, 
i.e., less that  10% correction, the fluorescence con- 
61 
tribution predicted by the Nockolds, et. al., model is 
o 
considerably larger than that predicted by the ( pt) 
dependence, i.e., it would be the more conservative 
estimate of fluorescence. 
For the present case of Cr-Ka being fluoresced by 
Ni-Kft radiation in NiO, the fluorescence enhancement 
-F / 0 -ci    r\ ratio, In /ip , in a thin foil is given by the model 
of Nockolds, et. al.   as: 
^1 _ n     -Cr PK"1 t2* ^    %ilnUNi Pt 
i°r "   Ni   I{   rK    ANi WCr   uCrmuCr 2 
0.923-lnR   Pt) 
P
'S 
sec <* 
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-F 
where: 
iJ  =  Intensity of Cr radiation in the absence of 
fluorescence 
I^u = Enhancement of Cr radiation due to fluorescence 
"Cr 
(l:L     =    Total   Intensity    =     1°       +  llj Cr J Cr Cr' 
CTxT.     =    Weight  of  fraction  of Ni     =     0.75 
Fluorescence yeild of Cr-K shell radiation 
'Mi 
Cr 
4 6 
=  Z /(b + z), Z  = atomic number, b  =  10 per 
Goldstein, et. al. '' 
u . «».„P,» .... „ »«.. — 4f- - »•» 
per Goldstein & Yatcowitz 
Ai  = Atomic weight 
Ui  =  Overvoltage ratio of operating energy E to the 
binding energy of electrons in the K shell 
P = Density 6.6 g/cm for NiO u j 
t   = Thickness, cm 
f) Ni = Mass absorption coefficient of Ni X-radiation in Cr 
310.7 cm^/g per Heinrich 
* 
«   = Tilt angle  =  20° for the present case 
The mass absorption coefficient of Ni X-radiation til the 
sample is given as: 
Ni        Ni . Ni iu 
' K       = ~^~'cr °Cr + ~TJnL    °Ni + ~^"'o 
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I 
i'* 
/ 
For a specimen with 5.5 w/o CrpO^' in NiO (74.26 w/o Ni, 
21.98 w/o 0, and 3.76 w/o Cr), 
.Ni 
= 210.7(-^) + 58.9(^£) + 15.8(^j§§) = 58.89 cm2/g 
For a film of 150 nra thickness, the above calculation 
yield a value of fluorescence enhancement of about 1%. 
For a film of 300 nm, the enhancement would be only 
about 2%.     Therefore, the fluorescence error is almost 
negligible within the range of thickness used during '■ 
this study. * 
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